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NEW QUESTION: 1
A customer does not know the IP ranges in use in the network
other than they all start with 10.0*. Which restriction is
applied to wildcard scopes in the Scope Properties dialog?
A. A wildcard scope can only be used in conjunction with the
Exclude option.
B. A wildcard scope cannot be used in conjunction with the Add
To Ping Seed List option.
C. A Class B equivalent wildcard is not permitted, wildcard
scopes must be lowerthan a ClassB.
D. IPv4 wildcards are not permitted; only IPv6 subnets can be
entered as a wildcard.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Click on the exhibit below.
Assuming there is a full mesh of mesh-SDPs between the PEs

within each metro network and a spoke- SDP between PE-C of
Metro A and PE-B of Metro B how is traffic forwarded from PE-A
in Metro A to PE- D of Metro B? Select the most accurate
statement.
A. An LSP must be configured between PE-A and PE-D for this
traffic to be forwarded.
B. A VPLS FDB lookup is done at PE-A of Metro A only
C. A VPLS FDB lookup is done at PE-A and PE-C of Metro A and
PE-B of Metro B
D. An SDP must be configured between PE-A of Metro A and PE-D
of Metro D for this traffic to be forwarded
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
You use Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 and Microsoft .NET
Framework 4 to develop an application that uses
the Entity Framework.
The application has the entity model shown in the following
diagram.
The application must create a projection of the unique set of
names and year-to-date sales for territories
where at least one sales person had sales last year of more
than $100,000.
The projection must consist of properties named Sales and Name.
You need to write a query that will
generate the required projection.
Which code segment should you use?
A. model.SalesTerritories.Where( t=&gt; t.SalesPersons.Any( p
=&gt; p.SalesLastYear &gt; 100000)) .Select( t=&gt; new {
t.Name, Sales = t.SalesYTD});
B. model.SalesTerritories.Where( t =&gt; t.SalesPersons.Any( p
=&gt; p.SalesLastYear &gt; 100000)) .Select( t=&gt; new {
t.Name, t.SalesYTD})
.Distinct();
C. (from person in model.SalesPersons where
(person.SalesLastYear &gt; 100000) select new {
Name = person.SalesTerritory.Name,
Sales = person.SalesTerritory.SalesYTD
}
);
D. (from person in model.SalesPersons where
(person.SalesLastYear &gt; 100000) select new {
Name = person.SalesTerritory.Name,
Sales = person.SalesTerritory.SalesYTD
}
).Distinct();
Answer: D
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